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Car technology continues to progress at a relentless pace, although lot of people might not be fully
aware that 2012 and 2011 cars have way advanced features than those produced in 2006. Some
people with cars from 2008 might even be astonished at what 2010 cars can do. For one thing,
hybrid electric cars are increasing in manufacture and sales; some sport utility vehicles are going
green, too.

Hybrid electric cars are automobiles with two different engines that propel the car. The conventional
internal combustion engine remains, but hybrid electric cars consume less fuel because their
electric engines provide most of the propulsion. Conventional fuels like gasoline, diesel, or liquefied
petroleum gas (LPG) are still in use, although some hybrid electric vehicles now run on hydrogen or
biofuels, which are based on vegetable oils or animal fat. Some hybrid electric cars can run on
ethanol, which is normally used in alcoholic beverages.

Despite their differences in terms of fuel sources, hybrid electric vehicles and their conventional
contemporaries have certain features in common. For example, most cars produced in the last 10
yearsâ€”whether hybrid or notâ€”come with elaborate air bag systems. These improve the safety and
chances of survival of all drivers and passengers who get into road accidents. Some vehicles have
airbags that inflate from the front, sides, and even from the rear, usually above the windows, from
the steering wheel, and from the dashboard.

Navigation systems are often bought separately from leading Indianapolis auto dealers, but some
new cars are built with them. These little devices show interactive maps that pinpoint the car's
location to help drivers find their destinations faster. Global positioning systems are useful in areas
with rapid infrastructural progress in which changing landmarks and street layouts make it virtually
impossible for occasional visitors to remember their way.

Indianapolis car dealers also sell cars with keyless entry and ignition systems. Drivers no longer
need actually keys to get into their car and start the engine. These keyless systems have a remote
control that enables car owners to lock or unlock the car with the press of a button.

A lot of Indianapolis car dealerships also carry items that boast of high safety and security functions.
These cars have rearview cameras, which are most useful for vans, sport utility vehicles, and pickup
trucks. Rearview cameras complement rearview mirrors by allowing the driver to see areas that
mirrors alone cannot show.
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